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Greetings to one and all from Mumbai
The secretary's message will give you all the details of the activities of the USI and its Board of 
Education.  I must say that my team has been doing an excellent job.  The enthusiasm I witnessed at the 
Urodynamics and Neurourology Masterclass in Delhi, as evinced by the attendance was indeed 
impressive.
There are other matters I wish to talk to you about.  The USI is getting larger every year, and it certainly 
cannot go on functioning as a “mom-and-pop-show”.  We need to put in place certain modules, and 
office functionality, which in time will mature and allow the USI activities to continue in a seamless 
manner, regardless of the President or Secretary in office.  In the past few months, I have attended the Annual Scientific 
Meetings of, and held leadership meetings with EAU, AUA and USANZ.  Memoranda of Understanding have been (or are 
in the process of being) signed with these Associations which will allow for an exchange of speakers at the annual 
conferences.  We wish to make the selection of such speakers as transparent as  possible and our secretary will be 
communicating to you on this topic.  
In my year I wish to make a start on two projects, which I am sure in the years to come will fructify and form self 
sustaining modules.  The first is the establishment of a 4 to 5 day program for our senior residents, which will involve in 
depth training in the science as well as the craft of urology.  We will probably call it IREP, and we are presently studying 
the European model to see to what extent it can be replicated in our country.  The second is the establishment of a USI 
data collection registry.  I strongly feel that without knowledge of our disease demographics and outcomes, no significant 
science can emanate from our country as a whole. I had spoken to you briefly on this topic in my previous newsletter 
message, we are following up on this.  A third topic is one of basic research.  At present this may seem somewhat utopian 
and a bit out of reach, but a start has to be made.  Consider the following:  there are some fine departments of science 
carrying out basic research on topics such as molecular biology and genetics in our country.  They seem to work in 
isolation and do not necessarily talk to clinical departments.  The Government of India has available fairly large funds for 
Medical Research activity, however these need to be applied for in a systematic and prescribed format, something that 
most clinical urologists are unfamiliar with.  Also, once any research activity has shown a possibility of clinical 
application, our ever expanding and ambitious pharmaceutical, and biomedical industry would not miss the opportunity to 
fund the project in the hope of deriving marketable clinical potential.  Make no mistake: there is a definite career potential 
in this area.  If I have struck a concordant note in a few minds, I would like you to write to me with suggestions in this 
area. 
We are gearing up to the annual scientific meeting of the USI in Hyderabad, and I am sure that Dr Jayaram Reddy and Dr 
Mallikarjun Reddy are sparing no effort to see that the arrangements are superlative.  This brings me to an awkward and 
unpleasant topic.  With every year the budget for the annual conference seems to be skyrocketing upwards, and to a great 
extent this is unavoidable.  A great proportion of this budget is met by the participation of trade.  However, besides the 
annual conference, USI has many activities throughout the year that add to expenses.  I have mentioned in the earlier 
paragraph activities I  would like the USI to take up and maintain, to make our society more meaningful and vibrant.  I 
feel it is time we consider and discuss the dual topic of reducing unnecessary expense at our national conference and 
enhance the contribution of our members to our society.  One avenue would be to reestablish an annual subscription to the 
USI and to do away with life membership.  This matter needs to be discussed in a positive manner.  There are no free 
meals, and inevitably, in the final analysis one has to pay for what one is so ready to demand.
Enough said for now!  Please write in your suggestions to any of the points I have mentioned above.
Best wishes,
Dr Percy Jal Chibber
President of the Urological Society of India

MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT, USI
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Dear Members

As we end with relief the sweltering summer 
of 2015 and begin a new academic season 
full of energy and expectations, I bring 
warm greetings to all from Bangalore.  The 
academic season this year begins with the 
annual meeting of the Association of 
Southern Urologists at Vishakhapatnam 
between 10th – 13th July and will culminate 
at Hyderabad with the 49th annual conference of our society 
in January. I am sure that all the members are looking 
forward to participate in these academic activities in large 
numbers and share their experiences, meet old friends and 
make new ones.  The past 3 months have seen our members 
participating actively in various international meetings and it 
is heartening to see such a large contingent from our society 
at all these meetings. The academic impact by our members 
at these meetings is very visible and vibrant. It did our 
country proud when a large number of delegates from across 
the world witnessed livesurgery showing different forms of 
PCNL being transmitted from MPUH Nadiad at the AUA 
meeting at New Orleans.  The recognition of our members 
by the international organizations is heartwarming. While 
celebrating our successes we should remind ourselves that 
we have a long way to go to reach higher levels. We lack in 
having our own guidelines for management of common 
urological diseases. This stems from the fact that we do not 
have adequate documentation of our data and adequate 
follow up on our patient's outcomes.  I am confident that in 
the near future we should be able to overcome this and be 
able to create our own guidelines. 

We are in the process of completing the legal issues 
pertaining to the charity commissioner and we hope to have 
it all sewn up by the next few months. This issue of the 
newsletter contains the call for abstracts to be submitted and 
the nominations for the various awards of the USI for the 
year. I will be seeking the help- of a lot of members to peer 
review abstracts and chair / moderate the scientific session at 
the annual meeting at Hyderabad. I request members who are 
desirous of participating in the academic sessions during 
USICON 2016 to write to me.  This issue also carries the 
calendar of events for the year and the notification of 
election of office bearers for vacancies that occur in January 
2016.  

The office bearers of the society are always open to the 
suggestions and feedback from the members for any changes 
or improvements. I take this opportunity to wish you and 
your family for the seasons ahead. 

Dr. D. Ramesh
Honorary Secretary,
Urological Society of India

MESSAGE FROM HON. SECRETARY, USI
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AUA 2015 – Annual Conference of American Urological Association - Report

The annual meeting of the American Urological Association was held in New 
Orleans  between 15th-19th May 2015. A large number of our members participated 
in the scientific and social programs at this meeting. There was a leadership meeting 
between the AUA and USI. It was a pleasure to greet Drs. Manoj Monga and Dr. 
Inderbir Gill who have taken over as Secretary of AUA and Chairman International 
education respectively. Fruitful discussions were held between both delegations 
focusing upon  residents education and collaborative work in basic and clinical 
research . 

A large number of our members delivered lectures, Presented papers and chaired 
sessions at the meeting. The IAUA meeting was held on 16th May with active 
participation by our members.  The USI-Olympus resident and 
the Chakroborthy travelling fellowship winners participated at 
the meeting and they all will carry pleasant memories of their 
stay in USA.  The high light was a live operative demonstration 
in the plenary session, on the various types of PCNL from 
MPUH Nadiad. This session made a major impact showcasing 
Indian Urology in a global platform making all the participants 
from India very proud. The scientific content of the meeting 
was very informative with a lot of new and interesting sessions 
for all to attend. 
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AUA - USI Resident Program 2014

Sohrab Arora
It was a privilege to attend the AUA annual meeting in New Orleans, USA as a part of the USI-AUA travel 
fellowship. It gave me a chance to interact with urologists from around the world and hear pioneers and 
stalwarts in the field talk about their experience. 

One of the highlights was the proud feeling of sitting in the hall watching a live transmission of mini, ultra-
mini and micro PCNL from India. It was a flawless show.  

Representing India at the residents bowl, wearing a lapel pin having the Indian flag on my blazer was a 
feeling I would probably not be able to put into words.  

The Science and Technology hall at the AUA meeting showcased the best innovations and advances in urology 
and provided an opportunity to have a hands-on with it. You could spend all day in that hall.. I almost did! 

I also had the opportunity to observe Dr. Inderbir Gill, Dr. Monish Aron and Dr. Mihir Desai at the University of Southern 
California. I observed procedures like robotic radical cystectomy/ONB, robotic partial nephrectomy and robotic 
prostatectomy at the USC. Observing Dr. Gill in the OPD and OT still feels like a dream and I thank the Urological Society of 
India for making this dream come true.  

I also attended the "Urologic Oncology and Robotic Surgery on the Beach" conference organized at Miami by Dr. Dipen 
Parekh of the University of Miami Miller school of Medicine. 

The opportunity provided by the USI has widened my horizons. I will always be thankful to the society and the board of 
education for it. I also take this opportunity to express my gratitude towards my outstanding teachers at SGPGI and my 
awesome colleagues for all the support they provided. Last but not the least; the AUA staff deserve a mention for their 
outstanding hospitality.  

Ankur Mittal
Attending AUA annual meet at New Orleans ,USA, as a part of USI Travel fellowship was a matter of  great 
pleasure for me. It provided me an academic platform to interact with the pioneers in the field of Urology. 
Sessions like Cross fire controversies in urology, PG course and Second opinion case were really awesome. 
Live transmission of mini,ultra mini and micro PNL from India added stars to the show. I felt honored to 
represent USI in Resident bowl and to be a part of IAUA session. As a whole AUA annual meet was really a 
feast of academic excellence.

I also had the opportunity to observe Dr Mani Menon and to interact with Dr Mahendra Bhandari at Henry 
ford, Detroit. Observing Dr Howard Goldman and Dr Sandip Vasavada in Cleveland clinic was really 
wonderful. All these achievements had not turned into a reality without immense support of USI and BOE. I am truly 
overwhelmed for such a wonderful glimpse and flavours in the field of Urology. It would be worth remembering my mentors at 
PGIMER, Chandigarh who always motivated me to gain heights. My message would be incomplete without special mention 
of AUA team who made my stay comfortable. 
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Karthickeyan Naganathan

My joy knew no bounds when I got selected for the USI AUA Travel fellowship, one of the great academic 
awards, for an Urology resident in the country.

My observership started in UT Southwestern Hospitals, Dallas, TX, two weeks ahead of AUA annual 
meeting, where I observed robotic urology procedures done by Dr. Claus Roehrborn and others for a week. 
Therein I had the opportunity to interact with other chief urology residents from various centres in “Dr. 
Spence visiting residents program”. Then I moved to the University of Miami, where I observed lots of 
Robotic partial nephrectomy, prostatectomy and MRI Fusion biopsy done by Dr. Murugesan Manoharan and 
Dr. Dipen Parikh. I attended the “Urologic oncology and Robotic surgery conference on the beach” held at 
Miami.

I reached New Orleans for AUA Annual meeting on May 14th. The accommodation and travel arrangements made by AUA 
were very comfortable and the hospitality was great. New Orleans Morial Convention center, the venue for the grand event was 
very large and I was awestruck with the arrangements made by the organisers.  We were spell bound with the academic 
sessions of each day and also, had quite a lot of fun at the IAUA dinner and Mardi Gras reception. My poster on “Safety and 
Efficacy of Percutaneous management of calyceal diverticulum with stones” in the IAUA meeting was appreciated by many. I 
had the wonderful opportunity to meet the Honourable USI President, Dr. Percy Chibber and other USI icons, who were so 
kind to take care of us and enquire our progress. The Instructional and post graduate courses provided us the opportunity to 
learn from the masters of the trade.

My academic journey ended in Indiana University Hospitals, one week after AUA meeting, where I worked closely with Dr. 
Chandru P. Sundaram .

My heartfelt thanks to USI for this great honour, the AUA travel fellowship, which served not only as a platform for 
knowledge, but also created an opportunity to meet many international icons and to make friends around the globe. I am 
grateful to my teachers in the Department of Urology, Kasturba Medical College, Manipal for their encouragement and 
continuous guidance to help me achieve this endeavour.

Also, I thank my family, friends and all seniors for their blessings and support. Last, but not the least, I thank The Almighty, for 
making my wishes and dreams to come true.

Varun Mittal

I express my sincere gratitude to the Urological Society of India and Board of Education for giving me the 
opportunity to travel abroad as part of the USI-AUA international travel fellowship program. 

I attended the AUA annual meeting 2015 at New Orleans, from May 15th to 19th and observed Robotic 
Surgery at University of Southern California, Los Angeles, under Prof. Inderbir Singh Gill and Prof. Monish 
Aron. I also had an opportunity to attend the Urologic Oncology and Robotic Surgery conference at 
University of Miami, Miami. I observed Prof. Dipen J. Parekh performing robotic surgery and had a great 
learning experience. The AUA conference was a great opportunity to listen to and meet the experts in the 
different fields of Urology. I was able to interact with international residents and enhance my professional 
relationships. The academic sessions were very fruitful especially the PG courses. The science and technology hall provided 
me a chance for improving my skills and the 'Skills Challenge test' and hands on 'MR TRUS fusion biopsy' made them even 
more interesting. I presented a poster on complications of shock wave lithotripsy at Indian American Urological Association 
session, which got appreciation from many international urologists. I have gained a lot from this travel fellowship program, 
which I am sure will help me to perform better as urologist at home. 

I express my deep gratitude to Prof. Rakesh Kapoor, Prof. Aneesh Srivastava, Prof. Anil Mandhani and Prof. M.S. Ansari at 
SGPGIMS, Lucknow for motivating me throughout my residency.

Election Notification 2016 

Kindly visit the USI Website in July for information about the Elections for the 

year 2016 – 17. It will be updated on the website after the Mid Term Council 

Meeting in the first week of July.
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IMPORTANT NOTIFICATIONS

President’s Gold Medal 2016 - 17
Nominations are invited for President's Gold Medal to be awarded during USICON 2017 at Mumbai. The last date 
for sending the applications is 30th September 2015
Applications can be sent to the Hon. Secretary at  with a copy to the Central Office at 

Dr. Pinnamaneni Venkateshwara Rao Memorial Oration & Gold Medal 2016 - 17
Nominations are invited for Dr. Pinnamaneni Venkateshwara Rao Memorial Oration 2017 to be delivered during 
USICON 2017 at Mumbai. The last date for sending the applications is 30th September 2015
Applications can be sent to the Hon. Secretary at  with a copy to the Central Office at 

MIUC International Travel Fellowship 2016 - 17
Applications are invited for MIUC International Travel Fellowship 2016. Applicants are requested to send their 
applications to the Hon. Secretary at  with a copy to the Central Office at 

The last date for sending the applications is 30th September 2015.

USI Member Travel Fellowship 2016 - 17
Applications are invited for USI Member Travel Fellowship 2016. Applicants are requested to send their 
applications to the Hon. Secretary at  with a copy to the Central Office at 

The last date for sending the applications is 30th September 2015.

USI Teacher Travel Fellowship 2016 - 17
Applications are invited for USI Teacher Travel Fellowship 2016. Applicants are requested to send their 
applications to the Hon. Secretary at  with a copy to the Central Office at 

The last date for sending the applications is 30th September 2015.

usisecretary@gmail.com
centraloffice.usi@gmail.com

usisecretary@gmail.com
centraloffice.usi@gmail.com

usisecretary@gmail.com
centraloffice.usi@gmail.com. 

usisecretary@gmail.com
centraloffice.usi@gmail.com. 

usisecretary@gmail.com
centraloffice.usi@gmail.com. 

Please follow the guidelines and instructions mentioned in the newsletter for submitting 
applications and nominations for all the above awards and fellowships

CONGRATULATIONS

Dr Himesh Gandhi, M.CH. Urology Final year resident in Amrita School of Medicine, Kochi, Kerala, India 
was awarded the AUA Best Moderated Poster Award in recently concluded AUA meeting in New Orleans, 
Louisiana, USA dated 15-19  May 2015for his research paper entitled carbonic anhydrase IX assay: a 
paradigm shift in diagnosing malignant cystic renal lesion 

 

Selections for Members, Board of Education – USI 

Applications are invited for selection of Members, BOE (eight in number) from the members of USI. The 

following are the eligibility criteria for the same:

1. Minimum 5 years teaching experience as Professor of Urology in a MCh / DNB teaching institute 

2. Should be below 60 years of age

3. The tenure for the post of members will be 2 years

4. The last date of application will be 31st of August 2015

Applications along with bio-data should be sent to Hon. Secretary, USI by email at 

 usisecretary@gmail.com

mailto:usisecretary@gmail.com
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APPLICATIONS FOR EDITORIAL COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP OF THE IJU

The Indian Journal of Urology invites applications from members of the Urological Society of India for 
membership of its Editorial Committee. The below listed paragraph from the IJU Rules and Regulations defines 
the selection process and responsibilities of EC members. Applications including contact details and CV may be 
emailed to the Editor, IJU ( ) with a copy to Hon. Secretary USI ( ) 

stbefore 31  October 2015.

Selection of Editorial Committee Members:
The term of an Editorial Committee member will be three years. Vacant Editorial Committee positions will be 
advertised in the USI newsletter by the Secretary of the USI on receiving a request from the Editor of the Journal. To 
apply for an Editorial Committee position, the member must have at least five peer-reviewed publications in 
indexed journals or official journals of a national society. The editor may assign test-tasks to applicants and select 
candidates from among the applicants subject to the approval of the USI council. Periodic review of the 
performance of the Editorial Committee members will be done by the editor. This will include their response to 
requests for reviewing manuscripts, contributions to the journal and support in improving the functioning of the 
journal. The editor may recommend premature removal of the Editorial Committee member to the USI council.

In addition to the broad responsibilities listed above, EC members will be specifically expected to:
1. Review a number of manuscripts submitted to the journal. Most manuscripts sent for external review will 

either have been previously reviewed by a committee member or will include a committee member in the 
external reviewer's panel. 

2. Submit one review article to the journal every year (acceptance subject to standard peer-review).
3. Help expand our reviewers' pool.

editor@indianjurol.com usisecretary@gmail.com

BOE - USI PAID COURSE at USICON 2016, Hyderabad

Applications are invited for the faculty for the BOE Paid Courses during the USICON 2016 at Hyderabad 
as per details given below:

1. “TRUS guided biopsy of the prostate”
2. “Management of a woman with stress urinary incontinence”

Note:
a. The audience will be postgraduates and practicing Urologists. The fee for each course will be Rs. 

500/- which is to be sent to the Central Office, New Delhi payable to The Urological Society of India 
by DD payable at New Delhi.

b. The duration of the course will be for 45 minutes, followed by 15 minutes for discussion for a total 
duration of one hour

c. Those of you who wish to be the faculty for the two courses can please contact the Hon. Secretary, USI   
at 
before 31st October 2015. 

usisecretary@gmail.com with a copy to Chairman BOE at  chairmanboardofeducation@gmail.com 

BOE ACTIVITIES 2015

USI - AUA Board Review Course for Post Graduates in Urology
Venue: Hyderabad
Dates: August 21-23 2015
(Only for those AUA International Residents-in-training Members who have completed their formalities by 
August 1st 2015)

Mock Exam for PG Students Live Operative Workshop for Members
Venue: Kolkata Venue: PGIMER, Chandigarh
Dates: September 5th & 6th 2015 Dates: September 26th & 27th 2015

mailto:centraloffice.usi@gmail.com
mailto:usisecretary@gmail.com
mailto:usisecretary@gmail.com


USI AWARDS : GUIDELINES

UROLOGY GOLD MEDAL
wAwarded to the Immediate Past President of USI at the time of inauguration of the USI Annual Meeting by 

the Chief Guest of the occasion

Presentation: Citation plus Certificate & Medal

PRESIDENT'S GOLD MEDAL
wThe medal is to be awarded to a member of the USI residing in India who has made an outstanding 

contribution to the progress of urology in India. The contribution could be academic or organizational.
wThe nominee for the award will be recommended to the Council of USI by a committee appointed 

specifically for that purpose. The committee will consist of three members comprising the President, 
Immediate Past President and President Elect.

wThe recommendation of the Committee should reach the office of the Secretary of USI at least one month 
before the annual meeting of the USI. The correspondence should remain strictly confidential.

wThe decision of the committee`s recommendation will be placed before the council at its annual meeting 
during the annual conference of the USI. The decision of the council will be final.

wThe name of the recipient will be announced at the general body meeting.
wThough the award is to be made annually, it may be cancelled if no suitable candidate is found.
wNo member will be given this award more than once.

Presentation: Citation plus Certificate & Medal

DR AJIT  PHADKE ORATION
wThe Oration will be awarded to a person who is not a member of USI.
wThe awardee may be urologist or may belong to a para Urological Specialty. He/She should have a good 

standing in his/her respective specialty.
wThe Oration is to be delivered during the Annual Conference of USI. The duration of the oration will be 20 

minutes.
wAny member of the USI can recommend a nominee for the award. The recommendation should include the 

following details about the nominee.
o Brief bio-data (Professional status and particulars)
o The subject of oration.
o Member assurance that the nominee, if selected, will travel to deliver the oration.

wThe recommendation of the member should be forwarded to the secretary of USI preferably one year in 
advance.

wThe selection of the orator will be done by the council whose decision will be final.

Presentation: Citation Plus Memento

THE PINNAMANENI VENKATESWARA RAO ORATION & GOLD MEDAL
wThis annual award is to be given to any member of the USI, full or associate, who has made a significant 

contribution in the field of clinical, experimental or basic sciences as applied to urology.
wThe nominee for the award should be proposed by a full member of the USI before the stipulated date 

every year. The proposal should include the following details of the nominee.
o Brief bio-data (Professional status and particulars of outstanding work)
o The subject of the lecture.
o Member's assurance that the nominee, if selected, will be available to deliver the lecture.

wThe final selection will be done by a committee consisting of the President, Immediate Past President and 
President elect. A member of the committee can also nominate a person for the lecture.

wThe decision of the selection committee will be ratified by the council of USI at its meeting. The council's 
decision will be final.
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wThe winner of the award will be expected to deliver the lecture at the Annual Conference of USI.
wCopy of the lecture should be submitted for publication in the Indian Journal of Urology.
wIn case the awardee is unable to deliver the lecture in person, the lecture will stand cancelled.

Presentation : Gold Medal and Certificate

DR R SITARAMAN MEMORIAL ESSAY COMPETITION
wThis annual essay competition is open to any member of the USI, either full or associate, who is less than 40 

years of age.
wThe topic for the essay will be selected by the council of USI and will be announced at the General body 

meeting one year in advance.
wThe essay should be written in English and must not exceed three thousand words. In addition, a full 

bibliography should be given at the end of the essay.
wThe essay must be written by one author, a written declaration stating that he/she is the original and sole 

author of the essay must accompany the essay.
wFour copies of the essay typed in double space should reach the Office of the Hon. Secretary of USI by the 

stipulated date / should be sent by e-mail.
wA brief bio-data of the author should also be sent along with the essay. Along with the bio-data of the author, 

a copy of the age certificate to be provided.
wThe winner will be selected by a committee of three members nominated by the council of USI.
wThe decision of the selection committee will be final.
wThe winner will be announced during the general body meeting and will be expected to receive the award 

personally during the valedictory function of the conference.

Presentation: Memento & Certificate

DR HIMADRI SARKAR MEMORIAL ORATION
wThe Oration will be held every year during the Annual Conference of Urological Society of India. It will be 

delivered by the past president of the USI or any Scientist/Researcher/Clinician, Indian or from overseas; 
whom the Nomination Committee feels has contributed significantly to the advancement of Urology 
worldwide.

wThe duration of the Oration will be 25 Minutes. 
wThe Orator will be selected by the Governing Council or by a Nomination Committee consisting of the 

President Elect and any two Past Presidents of the society.
wThe selection of the Orator will be done preferably one year before the scheduled Oration. 
wThe name of the Orator will be announced at the time of the general body meeting held during the 

previous annual conference. 
wIn the event of the selected orator expressing his/her inability to deliver the oration, a committee 

comprising of the office bearers of the USI will select the orator for the year. 
wThe Oration will not be delivered more than once by any Orator.

Presentation: Citation plus Memento

USI MEMBER TRAVEL FELLOWSHIP
wThis annual award is open to anyone who has been a full member of USI for a minimum period of three 

years and is less than 45 years of age.
wThe fellowship is to enhance the knowledge in the technique of urologic surgery. The awardee will be 

expected to spend at least two weeks in an institution of his choice for this purpose.
wThe member may send his application to the Secretary of USI before the stipulated time by the Honorary 

Secretary. The application must be accompanied by-
o A brief bio-data.
o The name of the institution where the applicant proposes to spend the two weeks and the subject of his 

training.
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o A certificate from the head of the department or an equivalent authority stating their willingness to 

relieve the applicant for two weeks training period.

o USI membership No. to be provided. A valid certificate stating the date of birth to be furnished.

wThe winner will be selected by the Executive committee of the council of USI.  The decision of the 

committee will be ratified by the council of USI.

wThe name of the winner will be announced at the general body meeting of the USI.

wThe cash award will be made only after completion of the training.

Presentation: Cash Award Rs. 4000/- and Certificate

USI TEACHER TRAVEL FELLOWSHIP AWARD

wThis cash award of Rs. 6000/- (Six thousand only) will be paid to Department of Urology of an Institution for 

sponsoring to it the visit of a teacher in Urology for the purpose of teaching the post-graduate students in 

Urology at the institution.

wThe invited teacher should be

o A recognized teacher in Urology for at least five years and that he should be a full member of the USI.

o Should hold a senior rank such as Associate Professor or Professor of Urology.

o Should be more than 45 years in age.

o Must be willing to spend a minimum of a 7 days or a maximum of 14 days at the Institution to teach post 

graduate students.

wThe application for the award should be submitted by the Head of the Department of Urology of the host 

Institution stating the following details.

o Name and brief bio-data of the teacher it intends to sponsor.

o Acceptance letter from invited teacher.

o Brief out line about the urology training program at the Institution.

o A valid date of birth certificate and USI membership no. of the teacher to be provided.

wThe application should reach the office of the Secretary of USI before the stipulated time announced by the 

secretary.

wThe winner will be selected by the Executive committee of the council of USI.  The decision of the 

committee will be ratified by the council of USI.

wThe name of the institution and the selected teacher will be announced at the general body meeting of USI.

Presentation: Cash Award of Rs. 6000/- to the Sponsoring Institution

GM PHADKE TRAVELLING FELLOWSHIP

wTwo fellowships will be awarded every year.

wFinal year post graduate students undergoing training for M.Ch. (Urol) or DNB (Urology) are eligible to 

apply. Applicant must be an associate member of USI. Applications should be made in a 

prescribed form which is available on the USI Website before the stipulated time announced by the 

Honorary Secretary of USI.

wCandidate should be available during the annual conference of USI for a selection which may be in the form 

of quiz/interview/examination to test the knowledge of the applicant.

wThe names of the recipients of the awards will be announced during the valedictory function.

wThe winners will be expected to receive certificates of fellowship during the next inaugural function of the 

USI conference.

wDuring the course of the year, awardees will be expected to visit two urological centers of their choice in 

India for a minimum period of ten days at each center.

wA detailed report of the visit must be submitted to the office of the Secretary of USI within fifteen days after 

completion of each visit.

Presentation: Cash Award Rs. 3000/- and Certificate (2 fellows selected in a year)
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MIUC INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL FELLOWSHIP

Eligibility Criteria:
wThe Candidate should be a full member of the USI
wAge not below 35 and not above 45 years at the time of selection
wFellowship duration: Minimum of 1 month
wThe Candidate should have adequate number of publications of which a minimum of 5 should be in 

National Journals and 5 in International Journals, of these at least 2 should be research-oriented 
publications and the candidate should be the first author. These journals should only be those, which are 
indexed and peer reviewed

wThe Candidate should be actively participating in academic activities of USI and should have made 
academic contributions to the parent body by way of organizing symposia, workshop etc.

wThe Candidate should be involved in urological teaching
wShould be involved in activities contributing to promotion, growth and development of urology in 

community
wThe Candidate should have had an accepted podium presentation or a poster presentation either at the 

AUA, EAU or SIU Congresses, and the Travel Fellowship would be utilized to cover the travel expenses.
wIf suitable candidates are not available, the Award would be withheld for the year
wThe Award would be for Rs 50,000.00
wThe last date for submission of the application would be 15th November
wAll applicants should send their CV along with date of birth, reprints of their publications and two letters of 

st recommendations, to the Honorary Secretary of the USI before 31 October

Sub Speciality Meetings at USICON 2016, Hyderabad

At the next Andrology Sub Speciality Group Meeting to be held during USICON 2016 being held at  
Hyderabad there will be a session on new / unusual procedures in Male sexual dysfunction. 

Those wishing to participate with operative videos or short presentations should contact the Convener,      
Dr Rupin Shah, at 

Those who wish to participate as faculty in the other sub speciality meetings may contact the Conveners  

Reconstructive Urology Endo Urology
Dr H S Bhatyal, Delhi  Email:  Mobile No.: 9811301904

Endo Urology
Dr Manohar T, Bengaluru Email:  Mobile No.: 9902035090

Pediatric Urology 
Dr Hemant Pathak, Mumbai Email:  Mobile No.: 9820364294

rupin@vsnl.com

bhatyalhardev@gmail.com

manohar68@hotmail.com

hemantrpathak@gmail.com

Topic for Dr. Sitharaman Memorial Essay Competition, 2015

The topic for Dr. Sitharaman Memorial Essay competition for the year 2015 will be “Nano 
technology in Urology”

The last date for the submission of the essay will be 31st August 2015. Please follow the guidelines 
mentioned later in the newsletter for submission of essay.

mailto:rupin@vsnl.com
mailto:bhatyalhardev@gmail.com
mailto:manohar68@hotmail.com
mailto:hemantrpathak@gmail.com


ABSTRACT SUBMISSIONS FOR USICON - ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF USI

lAbstracts are invited for presentation during the annual conference in one of the following formats:

lC K P Menon Prize Paper 

lBrij Kishore Patna Prize Paper 

lS S Bapat Best Prize for Innovations / New Technologies in Urology 

lChandigarh Best Video Prize

lVijayawada Poster Prize

lPodium Session

lVideo Session 

lModerated Poster Session

lUnmoderated Poster Session 

lUnmoderated Video Station

General Instructions:
wAll abstracts must be the original, unpublished work of the authors, with all listed authors (maximum six) 

having significant contribution to the completion of the work. 
wThe paper should not have been presented in any conference earlier. A letter to this effect must be enclosed 

by all the authors. 
wAll abstracts for any form of presentation must follow the prescribed guidelines and the paper must be 

submitted in the prescribed format only. 
wAll Submission will be made electronically only.  
wSubmission of an abstract constitutes the author's commitment to present the abstract if accepted and in 

the session as assigned by the office of the Honorary Secretary
wAll expenses associated with the preparation and presentation of the abstracts is the responsibility of the 

author/presenter.
wAll presenters must register for the conference.
wAbstracts of the accepted papers will be printed in the abstract book as it is by photoprints. Hence authors 

must ensure error free text. 
wAbstracts not following these guidelines will be rejected.
wThe presenting author for any prize paper / video / poster should be a member of the USI.
wFor CKP Menon, Brij Kishore Patna Prize Paper and S S Bapat Best Prize for Innovations / New Technologies 

in Urology, apart from online abstract submission,  copy of the full paper has to be submitted to the Hon. 
Secretary latest by 31st August by email or by post.

wFollow all the USI guidelines for prize papers.
wEach presenter will be allowed to present only two papers in any format.
wMembers who fail to present a paper after acceptance will be debarred from presentation for one year.
wPaper should not be repeated in different formats like Podium / Poster / Video.
wAll papers will be sent to five referees for evaluation.  After peer review the paper may be shifted from one 

presentation type to another.

Deadline:
st

wElectronic submission of all abstracts must be done by 31  August followed by email.
wAbstracts and accompanying materials (CD, full text where required) for prize categories must reach the 

office of the Hon. Secretary by August 31st.
wNotification of acceptance or rejection of the abstracts and further details on presentation will be mailed to 

the corresponding author in November.

Category of Paper:

ONE category from the following that most closely describes the material of the presentation must be selected 
and its serial number entered at the appropriate spot in the abstracts form.
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01. Basic Sciences
02. Adrenal Diseases
03. Congenital disorders
04. Infections 
05. Urolithiasis
06. Stricture Urethra
07. Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia
08. Uro Oncology 
09. Andrology
10. Neurovesical Dysfunction
11. Male Infertility
12. Renal Transplantation and Vascular Surgery
13. Paediatric Urology
14. Female Urology
15. Reconstructive Urology
16. Endourology
17. Laparoscopic Urology
18. Miscellaneous

Abstract:
Abstracts for all types of presentation must follow the common pattern as given below:

A. Size:
 Body of the Abstract should not exceed more than 250 words.
 The title, authors, institution, city and state should be mentioned in upper box provided on the abstract form.
 Abstract that do not adhere to this format will be rejected.

B. Title:
 Type entire title in capital letters.  Do not use abbreviation in the title.

 C. Authors:
List each authors as Surname followed by Initials.
Do not use titles, degrees or position.
Use comma between authors name.
Do not use all capital letters for author's names.

D. Institution and City/ State/Country
List the main institution where the work has been conducted. In case of multi center involvement, name the 
primary institution.

E. Body of text:
Abstract should be informative and specific. The body must contain four separate paragraphs; each preceded 
by the heading (a) Introduction and Objective (b) Methods (c) Results (d) Conclusions.
Standard abbreviations may be used but must be written in full at first use. Propriety names of drugs are not 
allowed.

Electronic Submission:
All the Abstracts must be submitted online. (Chrome Browser or with Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 or 
higher). Visit the USI Website www.usi.org.in for electronic submission.

st
Last date for electronic submission is 31 August or as specified in the newsletter. Confirmation will be sent by 
e-mail to the e-mail address supplied by the author in the electronic submission.
Electronic submission should be followed by email submissions as above to reach the office of the secretary 
before 31st August. 

No abstract will be considered for peer evaluation unless submitted in the electronic submission format. 
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Video/CD Submission:
Only one paper must be included in one CD.
All CDs must contain the final edited form. 
Every CD must be labeled with a removable sticker mentioning the title, all authors' names as in the abstract 
and the running time. 
The running time for Prize session is 8 minutes and 6 minutes for video session with 2 minutes for discussion. 
No direct writing on the back of the CD/DVD is permitted.  CD'S containing authors name and institutional 
details on the back will be rejected.  This is to enable blinding of the material before being sent for peer review.
The edited form should not have the name of the author, or institution as the content since the videos will be 
sent for peer review. 

PROF. C. K. P.  MENON PRIZE FOR THE BEST PAPER OF THE YEAR
wThis annual competition is open to any member of the USI, full or associate, who is either in urology 

residency training or has been in practice for less than five years from the date of completion of his/her 
urology training.

wThe paper must be in the field of urology or ancillary discipline contributing to urology.
wThe paper should be written by one author and the material presented must be significant work of the 

author carried out in India. In case the work has been done in collaboration, a certificate from the 
collaborators stating that the author has done the major part of the work must accompany the paper.

wThe material being presented in the paper must not have appeared elsewhere in any form viz.: publication 
or presentation, lecture, movie etc.

wA hard copy and soft copy of the full text of the paper must reach the office of the Secretary of USI before the 
last date specified for submission of paper during each annual conference. The author should inform the 
Secretary of USI that the paper is for Prof. C. K. P. Menon Prize Competition.

wThe papers will have to be presented by the author during the annual conference of USI. The time for 
presentation will be 8 (eight) minutes.

wThe papers will be adjudged independently by three /five judges appointed by the USI through the 
Secretary. 

wThe prize winning paper may be submitted for publication in the Indian Journal of Urology.
wThe winner will be announced in the general body meeting and will be expected to receive the award in 

person during the next inaugural function of the USI conference. If the quality of the paper is not to the 
standard or if no papers are submitted, the prize will not be granted.

Presentation: Memento & Certificate

VIJAYAWADA PRIZE FOR THE BEST POSTER
wThis prize competition is open to any member of the USI full or associate.
wThe posters should not have been presented elsewhere in any format and the contents should not have 

been published by the authors. 
wThe USI through the Honorary Secretary will appoint 3 judges for judging the posters in the USI meeting. 

The judges should mark their scores independently. The judges should submit the mark sheet to the USI 
secretary or his nominee at the end of poster discussion each day. The final tabulation is done by the 
secretary or his nominee and the result announced in the valedictory function. 

wThe Best two Posters will receive the Prizes
Presentation: Certificate & Memento

BRIJ KISHORE PATNA PRIZE
wThis annual competition is open to any member of the Urological Society of India, full or associate, who is a 

practicing urologist. The paper must be written by one author and should be the work done in India.
wThe material being presented in the paper must not have appeared elsewhere in any form viz: publication, 

Presentation, lecture or video etc. A letter to that effect has to be submitted along with the paper.
wThe paper should be sent latest by the stipulated date of abstract submission and should be marked for the 

prize.
wA hard copy or soft copy containing the full text of the paper should be sent to the office of Honorary 
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Secretary before the stipulated date. 
wThe paper will have to be presented by the author during the annual conference of USI.
wThe papers will be adjudged independently by two or more judges appointed by the USI through the

Secretary. The judges will submit their assessment independently to the Secretary or his nominee. The 
prize winning paper may be submitted for publication in the Indian Journal of Urology.

wThe winner will be announced in the general body meeting and will be expected to receive the award in 
person during the next inaugural function of the USI conference.

wIf the quality of the paper is not to the standard or if no papers are submitted, the prize will not be granted 
and the prize money will be added to the corpus fund.

Presentation: Memento& Certificate

CHANDIGARH BEST VIDEO PRIZE
wTwo best video presentations during Annual Conference of USI will be selected for the award. 
wCD of the video should be sent to the Hon. Secretary on / before the stipulated date with a note mentioning 

that it is submitted for “Chandigarh Video Prize”
wAbstract of the video should be marked for the prize and submitted online. 
wOnly one paper must be included in one CD.
wThe running time is 8 Minutes with 2 minutes for discussion. 
wAll CDs must contain the final edited form. 
wEvery CD must be labeled with a removable sticker mentioning the title, all authors' names as in the 

abstract and the running time. 
wNo direct writing on the CD/DVD is permitted.  
wThe edited form should not have the name of the author, or institution as the content since the videos will 
be sent for peer review
Presentation: Memento & Certificate

DR S S BAPAT BEST PRIZE FOR INNOVATIONS IN UROLOGY
wThere will be prizes given in the form of certificates for INNOVATIONS IN UROLOGY
wIt could be an "INSTRUMENT" OR "A NEW CONCEPT IN UROLOGY"
wThe abstract should be submitted online. 
wA hard or soft copy of the full text full text of the innovative work addressed as “Innovation in Urology" 

should be sent to the  Honorary Secretary before the stipulated date.
Presentation: Memento & Certificate

Guidelines for Presentation of Papers and Posters

Guidelines for Speakers
1. Locate your session room in time. You must be in your session room at least 15 minutes prior to the start of 

the session.
2. Please sit in the audience near the dais and be on the dais of your own at the end of the presentation of the 

previous speaker. Don't wait for your name to be announced.
3. Facilities for power point presentation will be provided.
4. Please hand in your power point presentations much prior to the start of your session at the preview room. 

Failure to hand in presentations in time could result in presentations not being available for projection 
when required.

5. Follow the chairperson's instructions in particular those regarding the timing of your lecture.
6. Brand name CANNOT be used in the title of the lectures; generic (product) name are allowed.
7. Use of laptops/pen drives directly in the hall is prohibited. 

Eligibility Criteria
wThe presenting author should be a registered delegate for the conference
wOnly full / associate members of USI are eligible for prize paper categories
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Podium Session
Time allotted to speakers in podium session is 8 Minutes (Plus 2 minutes for discussion)

Vijayawada Poster Prize Session

1. Kindly display your poster at least 1 hour before the session starts
2. Be present at the side of your poster as the judges will be visiting to evaluate your poster
3. Time allotted is 3 minutes for presentation and 2 minutes for discussion. A maximum of 3 slides are 

allowed during the presentation. 
4. The size of the posters and other guidelines are similar to that of the moderated posters. 

Moderated Poster Session
Time allotted to speakers in moderated poster session is 2 Minutes (Plus 2 minutes for discussion). Maximum 3 
slides are permitted for powerpoint presentation.

Poster Session
wThe presenters must be present during the allotted time for presentation. Posters will be on display only on 

the stipulated day and time. The evaluation of the poster by the Judges will also be done at that time.
wAn area of 4 feet x 3 feet will be available for each poster. Poster should be prepared in English and should 

be headed with title, name of author (s), institution and place. Aims and objectives, Methods, Results with 
salient comments and Conclusions / Message should be included in the poster.

wCharts drawing(s) and illustration(s) must have self-explanatory titles. In order to be legible from a 
distance of 2 meters, the letters should be at least 10 mm tall and lines should have a striking contrast.

wPosters should be made of lightweight material so that they can be mounted easily on poster board. It is 
advisable for author(s) to bring their own material for choice to fix the poster.

wPoster must be set up in the poster area at least 15 minutes prior to the start of the session. The poster 
boards are numbered and you should mount your poster on the board corresponding to your poster. 
Pushpins are available in the session room. Please remove your poster immediately at the end of the 
session.

Instructions for Power Point Presentations 
wHand over your power point presentation in the preview room long before the start of your session.
wA technical person will load your presentation on the computer systems that are used for the power point 

presentations in the different halls.
wYour presentation can be loaded on to the network without problem when it does not exceed 100 MB: 

larger file can cause problems.
wPower point version accepted are Power Point MS Office 97, Office 2000, Office 2003, Office 2007, Office XP 

and Office 2010.
wUse embedded pictures, do not use images linked to other files. Linked pictures may not show up in your 

presentation.

Guidelines for Chairpersons
wLocate your session room in time. You must be in your session room at least 15 minutes prior to start of the 

session, and start the session on the time at all cost.
wPlease don't wait for your name to be announced. Be on the dais of your own after the conclusion of the 

previous session. 
wThe chairpersons of a session should ensure smooth timing of the session and see to it that the session must 

finish in time. 
wThe list of papers that are not presented after acceptance in your session should be handed over to the 

Honorary Secretary. 

Please note that:
wSpeaker should strictly observe time allotted to them.
wDiscussants should not speak without permission; they should first clearly state their name, institution 

and country of origin.
wThe audience need sufficient time to change room in between session therefore the chairpersons must see 

to it that speakers don't exceed their speaking time. For this purpose timer is displayed during the lecture 
in the session hall.
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Prof. David Joseph, born on 31.5.1932, did his BSc. Zoology at the Madras Christian College, MBBS 
from CMC Vellore (1952 batch), post graduate surgical training in England and was awarded FRCS 
from Edinburgh.

He joined the Medical College service on his return from England in the Dept. of Surgery. He took leave 
from Government service and joined for MCh Urology at CMC, Vellore under the legendary Prof. H. S. 
Bhat. He passed MCh Urology in 1969 and joined back in Trivandrum Medical College. Prof. David 
Joseph became the founder Director of the Dept. of Urology at the same college. 

He was instrumental in starting the first MCh Urology program in Kerala. A man of varied interest, he 
was a wonderful singer of English classical music with a rich baritone and a member, Past President of 
Trivandrum Male Voice Choristers Association. 

With his passing away on 3.3.2015 we have lost not just a great teacher of Urology but also a wonderful 
voice with a rich repertoire. 

He is survived by his wife Mrs. Mary Joseph, sons Dr. Pradeep, Dr. Pramod and daughter Dr. Praveena.

Dr. H. Krishna Moorthy

OBITUARY

Prof. David Joseph
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BAUS 2015 – Conference of British Association 
of Urological Surgeons

13th UAA Congress – Conference of Urological 
Association of Asia

WCE 2015 – World Congress of Endourology 
& SWL

International CME on Men’s Health

10th Men's Health World Congress 2015 - MHWC 2015

Dates: 15th 18th June, 2015
Venue: Manchester, UK
Email: 

Dates: 3rd - 6th September, 2015
Venue: Shanghai, China
Website: 

Dates: 1st 4th October, 2015
Venue: London, UK
Website: 

Date : 11th October, 2015
Venue : New Delhi
Website : 

Dates: 26th - 28th February, 2016
Venue: New Delhi, India
Website: 

events@baus.org.uk

www.13thuaa2015.org

www.wce2015.com

www.mhwc2015.com

www.mhwc2015.com

USI ACADEMIC CALENDER 2015 - 2016

Zonal Conferences

National Conference

SZUSICON 2015

WZUSICON 2015

NZUSICON 2015

EZUSICON 2015

USICON 2016

Dates: 10th - 12th July 2015
Venue: Visakhapatnam
Organizing Secretary: Dr. Subba Rao Chodisetti
Website: 

Dates: 10th -13th September 2015
Venue: Hotel Radisson Blu - Goa
Organizing Secretary: Dr. Jayesh Kudchadkar
Website: 

Dates: 17th - 19th September 2015
Venue: SKICC, Cheshma Sahi, Srinagar, Jammu & Kashmir
Organizing Secretary: Prof. Baldev Singh
Website: 

Dates: 30th October - 1st November
Venue: Sambodhi Resort, Bodhgaya
Organizing Secretary: Dr. Amitabh Kumar Sinha
Website: 

Dates: 7th - 10th January 2016
Venue: Hyderabad International Convention Centre, Hyderabad
Organizing Secretary: Dr. S. Jayaram Reddy
Website: 

www.szusicon2015.com

www.wzusicon2015.com

www.nzusicon2015.com

www.ezusi.org

www.usicon2016.com

International Meetings

http://www.mhwc2015.com




USI thanks Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories for the unlimited educational grant for the
educational activities during the year.

USI is grateful to Olympus Medical Systems India Pvt. Ltd (OMSI) for providing
the 'USI - Olympus Residents' International Travel Fellowship' 

the traveling grant for residents in Urology
 

USI acknowledges the 

Urological Society of India (USI) is not responsible for the information obtained from 
this publication.This newsletter is published for internal circulation amongst the 
members of Urological Society of India.

PLEASE NOTE that USI makes no representations, guarantees, or warranties as to the 
accuracy, completeness, or suitability of the information provided via this newsletter. USI 
specifically disclaims any and all liability for any claims for damages that may result from 
providing the information it contains. No part of this publication may be reproduced or 
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including 
photocopying, recording or information storage and retrieval system, without permission 
in writing from the Honorary Secretary, USI. All products and company names mentioned 
in this newsletter are the trademarks of their respective owners. Not Valid for any legal 
Purposes.

contribution of
IPCA Urology

towards sponsorship for the Uro Quiz

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Executive Officer and Program Co-ordinator :
Navneet Arora

 The 
19, Ist Floor, above HDFC Bank,  South Patel Nagar

Near Patel Nagar Metro Station
Delhi-110008

 Cell : +91-9897921138

 E mail : 
Website: 

Googletalk: centraloffice.usi
Skype:centraloffice.usi

 

Urological Society of India 

centraloffice.usi@gmail.com
www.usi.org.in

Honorary Secretary:                   
Dr D Ramesh
Senior Professor 
Dept of Urology
M. S. Ramaiah Medical College
Bangalore

Mailing Address
268, 17th Cross
Sadashivanagar
Bangalore 560080
Cell: +91 9686910079
E-mail- usisecretary@gmail.com

SECRETARIAT

Disclaimer
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